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JÕc production in relativistic heavy ion collisions from a multiphase transport model
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Using a multiphase transport model, we studyJ/c production from interactions between charm and anti-

charm quarks in the initial parton phase and betweenD andD̄ mesons in the final hadron phase of relativistic
heavy ion collisions at the relativistic heavy ion collider. Including also the inverse reactions ofJ/c absorption
by gluons and light mesons, we find that the net number ofJ/c from the parton and hadron phases is smaller
than that expected from the superposition of initial nucleon-nucleon collisions, contrary to theJ/c enhance-
ment predicted by the kinetic formation model. The production ofJ/c is further suppressed if one includes the
color screening effect in the parton phase. We have also studied the dependence ofJ/c production on the
charm quark mass and the effective charm meson mass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A central interest in modern nuclear physics is to produ
and study the quark-gluon plasma~QGP! predicted by quan-
tum chromodynamics~QCD! @1#. Studying the properties o
the QGP and the deconfinement phase transition is not
important for understanding the QCD but also has as
nomical implications@2#. Experiments at the Super Proto
Synchrotron~SPS! involving collisions between heavy nu
clei have shown that a large amount of energy is depos
around midrapidity, and the energy density may already
sufficiently large for the formation of the QGP during th
initial stage of collisions@3#. More recent experiments a
RHIC at Brookhaven National Laboratory, where the co
sion energy is much higher than at SPS, have also sh
possible effects due to the formation of a partonic matter@4#.

To find the signal for the quark-gluon plasma in relativ
tic heavy ion collisions, Matsui and Satz proposed to stu
J/c production in these collisions@5#. Based on the fact tha
the effective potential between charm and anticharm qua
changes in the QGP due to color screening effect, no bo
states can be formed between them beyond a certain cr
temperature, which is somewhat higher than the deconfi
ment temperature. As a result,J/c production is expected to
be suppressed if the QGP is formed in heavy ion collisio
There are other possible mechanisms forJ/c suppression
@6–8# in heavy ion collisions, e.g.,J/c can be destroyed by
collisions with incoming nucleons or with gluons in the in
tial partonic matter@9,10# or with comoving hadrons in the
hadronic matter@11–18#. The observed abnormal suppre
sion of J/c in central Pb1Pb collisions at SPS may requir
the formation of the quark-gluon plasma in these collisio
@19,3#.

For heavy ion collisions at RHIC energies, unlike in pr
vious fixed target experiments at SPS, multiple pairs
charm-anticharm quarks can be produced in one event,
these charm and anticharm quarks can interact and pro
the J/c @20#. This mechanism is the inverse reaction ofJ/c
absorption by gluons. Using a kinetic approach, it was fou
that despiteJ/c dissociation due to color screening, this r
0556-2813/2002/65~5!/054909~8!/$20.00 65 0549
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action is important in the quark-gluon plasma with tempe
tures between those forJ/c dissociation and the deconfine
ment, and would lead to an enhanced production ofJ/c in
heavy ion collisions at RHIC. A possible signal for QGP
RHIC has thus been changed fromJ/c suppression toJ/c
enhancement. The statistical fragmentation model@21–23#,
which has been extensively used for studying particle p
duction in heavy ion collisions at SPS energies, predict
comparableJ/c production. The main assumption of th
model is thatJ/c formed during hadronization of the QGP
in chemical equilibrium with charm mesons.

In the kinetic formation model, the heavy ion collisio
dynamics is treated schematically. For a more quantita
study of this newJ/c production mechanism, we studyJ/c
production from both the charm-anticharm quark interactio
and the charm-anticharm meson interactions using a m
phase transport~AMPT! model @24–26#. In particular, we
consider central (b50) Au1Au collisions at the highes
RHIC energyAs5200A GeV. With this dynamic transpor
model, we find that the net number of producedJ/c from the
parton and hadron phases is smaller than that expected
initial nucleon-nucleon collisions, contrary to theJ/c en-
hancement predicted by the kinetic formation model. T
production ofJ/c is further suppressed if one includes th
color screening effect in the parton phase.

In Sec. II, we give a short description of the multipha
transport model. Results are presented in Sec. III forJ/c
production from the initial parton phase and the final had
phase. In this section, we also discuss the dependence oJ/c
production in the parton phase on the charm quark mass
in the hadron phase on the charm meson mass. Finally
summarize the paper in Sec. IV.

II. MULTIPHASE TRANSPORT MODEL AND JÕC
PRODUCTION MECHANISMS

The multiphase transport model@24–26# that we use for
the present study is a hybrid model based on three Mo
Carlo models for the three stages of relativistic heavy
collisions, i.e., the heavy ion jet interaction genera
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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~HIJING! @27,28# for the initial conditions, Zhang’s parton cas
cade ~ZPC! @29# for the parton evolution, and a relativisti
transport~ART! model@30,31# for the hadron evolution. In the
HIJING model, nucleons are distributed according to t
Woods-Saxon distribution. The parton distribution in
nucleon is adjusted according to the transverse position
the nucleon and a shadowing function based on the Mue
Qiu parton recombination mechanism@32#. These partons
undergo hard or semihard collisions and generate an in
parton system after the passage of two colliding nuc
HIJING provides the momentum space information of the p
tons produced in the hard or semihard collisions. The form
tion time of a parton is generated according to the Gyulas
Wang model of parton coherent production@33#. The
position of a physical parton is then obtained from the po
tion of its parent nucleon by adding a displacement given
its velocity times the formation time. The resulting part
phase space distribution is used as the initial conditions
starting theZPC parton evolution. In the present version
the ZPC model, only elastic gluon-gluon scattering are i
cluded with a cross section of 3 mb, which is consistent w
the estimated average screening mass in the partonic m
formed in the collisions. When the partonic matter stops
teracting, partons are connected back with their parent nu
ons, which also suffer soft interactions through string exc
tions. The Lund fragmentation model@34# is then called from
the HIJING model to convert these wounded nucleons in
hadrons. These hadrons become physical after a forma
time given by the average freeze-out proper time of part
in a string plus an additional 0.7 fm/c to account for the
time that is required for producing quark-antiquark pai
The ensuing hadron evolution is modeled by theART model
that takes into account interactions among nucleons, a
nucleons, mesons, and resonances. For a better descript
experimental hadron spectra, the originalART model has
been improved by including theK* meson interactions, the
antinucleon production, and ther meson interactions.

We have previously used this multiphase transport mo
to study the suppression of primarily producedJ/c in heavy
ion collisions at RHIC@35#. TheseJ/c ’s are produced in
nucleon-nucleon collisions during the initial passage of t
colliding nuclei. Because of color screening, theseJ/c ’s are
not physical ones but correlated pairs of charm-anticha
quarks close in phase space. They become physicalJ/c ’s if
they remain close when the partonic matter cools below
J/c dissociation temperature. Otherwise, they will comb
with nearby light quarks to form charm mesons at hadro
zation. Gluons can also destroy the phase space correl
between the charm quark and antiquark pairs and hence
stroy theJ/c. It was found that finite space size and lifetim
have significant effects onJ/c suppression, and differen
mechanisms lead to different suppression factors. Also,
dependence ofJ/c suppression on the size of colliding nu
clei was shown to be useful for differentiating the differe
suppression mechanisms. Similar results have also been
tained in other studies@36,37#.

In the present study, we include the reactions ofJ/c pro-
duction from charm-anticharm quark interactions in the p
ton phase and from charm meson interactions in the had
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phase. As the primaryJ/c number is much smaller than th
number of other particles participating in the equilibratio
primaryJ/c evolution will not affect secondaryJ/c produc-
tion. We do not include primaryJ/c ’s in the following
calculations.

The charm and anticharm quarks are generated from
PYTHIA model @38#, with a cross section of 350mb for pro-
ducing a pair of charm-anticharm pair in a nucleon-nucle
collision. This cross section does not include nuclear sh
owing effect of gluons, so the present study gives an up
bound for charm meson andJ/c production in heavy ion
collisions. In the partonic stage of heavy ion collisions,J/c ’s
are then produced from charm-anticharm quark interacti

through the reactionc1 c̄→J/c1g. The J/c can also be

destroyed by gluons through the reactiong1J/c→c1 c̄. We
further include the dissociation ofJ/c due to color screening
in the partonic matter. To treat this process, we follow t
method used in Ref.@35# by introducing a critical radius in
the transverse plane of a heavy ion collision, within whi
the parton energy density is larger than the critical ene
density forJ/c dissociation by color screening and theJ/c
thus cannot be formed. The critical radius decreases as
partonic matter expands. The time evolution of this critic
radius in Au1Au collisions atAs5200A GeV has been pa
rametrized in Ref.@35#. In addition to producing theJ/c,
charm and anticharm quarks also undergo elastic scatte
with gluons. This elastic cross section is taken to be 3 mb
the present study.

After partons stop interacting, charm and anticha
quarks are converted toD andD̄ mesons. This conversion i
carried out using a delta function fragmentation scheme
this approach, the momentum of a charm meson is take
be the same as the momentum of its parent charm quar
formation time of 1 fm/c is also introduced in combining th
charm quark with a nearby light quark. Because of the la
mass of charm quark, the delta function fragmentat
scheme gives a reasonable description of charm quark f
mentation in hadron reactions. For simplicity, we do not d
ferentiate betweenD mesons andD* mesons. Instead, we
vary theD meson mass to study the influence of differe
production thresholds forJ/c production from charmed
hadrons.

In the hadronic phase,D and D̄ mesons can interact to
produce aJ/c and a light meson through the reactionDD̄
→J/cM , whereM denotes a light meson. TheJ/c can also
be destroyed by light mesons through the inverse reac
J/cM→DD̄. We only include reactions that involvep me-
sons orr mesons as they are the most abundant ones in
nearly baryon free matter formed in heavy ion collisions
RHIC. The cross section for light meson destruction ofJ/c
is taken to be 3 mb as in previous transport study at S
energies@13–18#. This cross section is consistent with tho
from recent theoretical studies based on effective hadro
Lagrangians@39–41#, the quark-exchange model@42#, and
the QCD sum rules@43#. The cross section for the invers
reaction ofJ/c production fromD mesons is calculated ac
cording to the detailed balance relation. As we do not diff
9-2
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J/c PRODUCTION IN RELATIVISTIC HEAVY ION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 054909
entiate betweenD mesons andD* mesons, the spin an
isospin degrees of freedom for bothD and D* mesons are
used in evaluating the inverse reaction cross section. Th
equivalent to including all possible combination ofD and
D* states. We will vary theD meson mass to study the effe
due to changingJ/c production threshold.

In earlier studies based on kinetic models@44#, J/c pro-
duction from the hadron phase of relativistic heavy ion c
lisions was found to be important only at LHC@44,45# but
not at RHIC as the cross section forDD̄→J/cM used in
these studies was smaller than that used in the present s

Although multiple pairs of charm quarks are expected
be produced in each Au1Au collision, the number of charm
quarks is small compared with other particles. For exam
the rapidity density of charm quark pairs is about 1.5 atAs
5200A GeV. The expected number ofJ/c per event is
even much smaller. To obtain sufficient statistics forJ/c
production, charm particles and theJ/c are treated in the
transport model by the perturbative method@46,47#, i.e., ne-
glecting their effects on heavy ion collision dynamics. Th
method has been used extensively for studying rare par
production in heavy ion collisions at low energies. Explicit
we include many charm quark events from primary nucle
nucleon interactions in the evolution of partons from a sin
HIJING event. However, only charm quarks from the sa
event are allowed to interact among themselves, and
usual method of treating binary collisions in transport mo
els is used in treating these collisions. For collisions betw
charm and uncharm particles, we keep their effects on
charm particles but neglect those on the uncharm partic
In this way, the dominant computation time for the intera
tions between uncharm particles remains the same as
single charm event. Since there are much more uncharm
ticles than charm particles, e.g., about 300 gluons ve
about 3 charm and anticharm quarks per unit rapidity,
glecting the effects of charm particles on the heavy ion c
lision dynamics is expected to be a very good approximat

III. RESULTS

A. JÕc production in parton phase

We first studyJ/c production in the parton phase. Unle
otherwise indicated, the rates and numbers in the follow
are all rapidity densities averaged withuyu,1. Figure 1 gives
the time evolution of the production and destruction rates
unit rapidity forJ/c ’s with uyJ/cu,1. Also shown is the rate
per unit rapidity for collisions between charm and anticha
quarks which would have produced theJ/c in the absence o
color screening effect. These unsuccessful collisions ma
occur before 0.5 fm/c when most partonic matter have effe
tive temperatures above theJ/c dissociation temperature
The screening effect largely diminishes after 1 fm/c when the
parton density decreases due to expansion. At this time
J/c production rate starts to increase quickly, and this
followed by an increase of theJ/c destruction rate. After
reaching their peak values, both the production and dest
tion rates decrease and become comparable at about 4c.

To see more clearly the relative importance ofJ/c pro-
duction and destruction in the parton phase, we show
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time evolution of the number of producedJ/c and the num-
ber of destructedJ/c as well as the netJ/c number in Fig.
2. The number ofJ/c saturates at about 3 fm/c. It decreases
slowly afterwards as the production and destruction rates
come comparable as shown in Fig. 1.

In the absence of color screening effect, collisions b
tween charm and anticharm quarks in the partonic matter
is above theJ/c dissociation temperature can also produ
theJ/c. This leads to a very highJ/c production rate before
0.5 fm/c as shown in Fig. 3. TheJ/c destruction rate during
this time also reaches its peak value of about 1/3 of
maximum production rate. In contrast to the case includ
color screening effect, the production and destruction ra

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the production rate~dashed line! and
the destruction rate~dotted line! per unit rapidity for J/c with
uyJ/cu,1 in the parton phase with the color screening effect. T
thin dashed line denotes the collision rate per unit rapidity of cha
and anticharm quarks which would have produced theJ/c if color
screening effect is absent.

FIG. 2. Time evolution of produced number~dashed line!, de-
structed number~dotted line!, and net number~solid line! per unit
rapidity for J/c with uyJ/cu,1 in the parton phase with the colo
screening effect.
9-3
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ZHANG, KO, LI, LIN, AND PAL PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 054909
become comparable already at about 0.5 fm/c. As shown in
Fig. 4, these result in a much faster increase in the num
of produced and destructedJ/c, and an earlier peaking in th
net J/c number than in the case with color screening effe
Since the destruction rate after 0.5 fm/c is still slightly larger
than the production rate, the netJ/c number slowly de-
creases from its maximum value of about 0.003 to a fi
value of about 0.0014 per event. This number is abou
factor of 2 larger than the final netJ/c number for the case
with color screening effect, which is about 0.0007 per eve

The number ofJ/c expected from primary nucleon
nucleon collisions in Au1Au central collisions can be est
mated from theJ/c production cross section inpp colli-
sions. The cross section per unit rapidity atAs
5200A GeV is 0.63 mb @48#. Using the nuclear overlap
function TAu1Au(b50)530 mb21, we expect 0.019J/c

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the production rate~solid line! and the
destruction rate~dashed line! per unit rapidity forJ/c with uyJ/cu
,1 in the parton phase without color screening effect.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of produced number~dashed line!, de-
structed number~dotted line!, and net number~solid line! per unit
rapidity for J/c with uyJ/cu,1 in the parton phase without colo
screening effect.
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per unit rapidity to be produced in Au1Au central collisions.
This is much larger than the predictions of 0.0007 a
0.0014 from the dynamical multiphase transport model. O
study thus predicts a suppression ofJ/c production in the
parton phase of heavy ion collisions at RHIC, and this
opposite to the enhancement predicted by the kinetic for
tion model.

B. JÕc production in hadron phase

In hadronic matter, the threshold forJ/c production is
reduced in comparison with that in the partonic matter as
D meson mass is larger than the charm quark mass.
threshold effect is expected to compensate for the lo
charm density in the hadron phase than in the parton ph
To demonstrate this threshold effect, we vary theD meson
mass in studyingJ/c production in the hadronic matter. Fig
ure 5 shows the time evolution ofJ/c production and de-
struction rates per unit rapidity in the hadron phase for d
ferentD meson masses. These results are obtained with
color screening effect included in the initial parton pha
The upper panel is formD51.70 GeV, which is smaller than
the D meson mass in vacuum. We use this smaller m
because theoretical studies have shown that theD meson
mass may be reduced in medium@49–52#. The middle panel
is for mD51.87 GeV, which is theD meson mass in
vacuum. Here, we treatD* meson mass asD meson mass,
and the results are thus a lower bound forJ/c production.
The lower panel is formD52.01 GeV, which is theD*
mass in vacuum. TreatingD meson mass asD* meson mass
in this case then gives an upper bound forJ/c production.
The destruction rates for all threeD meson masses are see
to have similar magnitude. For the production rate, it
larger for largerD meson masses.

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the production rate~solid line! and the
destruction rate~dashed line! per unit rapidity forJ/c with uyJ/cu
,1 from the hadron phase for three values ofD meson mass. Color
screening effect is included in the initial parton phase.
9-4
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In Fig. 6, we show the time evolution of the numbers
produced and destructedJ/c together with that of the ne
J/c number. FormD51.87 GeV andmD52.01 GeV, the
number of producedJ/c is always greater than the numb
of destructedJ/c, leading to a net production ofJ/c from
the hadron phase of relativistic heavy ion collisions. W
increasingD meson mass, the destructedJ/c number in-
creases slightly while the producedJ/c increases drastically
For mD51.70 GeV, the produced and destructedJ/c num-
bers are about equal, and the final netJ/c number is thus
about the same as that from the parton phase. On the o
hand, formD52.01 GeV, the finalJ/c number equals ap
proximately the number of producedJ/c from the hadron
phase. The finalJ/c number reflects essentially the one pr
duced from the hadron phase.

Quantitatively, the final net number ofJ/c per unit rapid-
ity averaged overuyJ/cu,1 is about 0.0007 per event fo
mD51.70 GeV and increases to 0.0019 formD
51.87 GeV and to 0.0053 formD52.01 GeV. The time
evolution of the netJ/c number in the three cases are simi
as it is largely determined by the heavy ion collision dyna
ics. TheJ/c number saturates at about 15–20 fm/c, which is
about the lifetime of the hadronic matter.

The results for neglecting the color screening effect in
initial parton phase are shown in Fig. 7 for time evolution
theJ/c production and destruction rates and in Fig. 8 for t
time evolution of the numbers of produced and destruc
J/c as well as the netJ/c number. Although there are mor
J/c ’s destructed in the hadronic matter, particularly formD
51.70 GeV where the number of destructedJ/c is even
larger than the number of producedJ/c in the hadron phase
the final J/c number is larger than in the case with col
screening in the parton phase. Their numbers are 0.0

FIG. 6. Time evolution of produced number~dashed line!, de-
structed number~dotted line!, and net number~solid line! per unit
rapidity for J/c with uyJ/cu,1 for three values ofD meson mass.
Color screening effect is included in the initial parton phase.
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0.0024, and 0.0057 formD51.70, 1.87, and 2.01 GeV, re
spectively.

C. Discussions

The relative importance ofJ/c production from the par-
ton and hadron phases is more clearly seen in Fig. 9, wh
we show the number of producedJ/c per unit rapidity with
uyJ/cu,1 as a function of theD meson mass. The result
with color screening in the parton phase are shown by o

FIG. 7. Time evolution of the production rate~solid line! and the
destruction rate~dashed line! per unit rapidity forJ/c with uyJ/cu
,1 from the hadron phase for three values ofD meson mass. Color
screening effect is not included in the initial parton phase.

FIG. 8. Time evolution of produced number~dashed line!, de-
structed number~dotted line!, and net number~solid line! per unit
rapidity for J/c with uyJ/cu,1 in the hadron phase for three value
of D meson mass. Color screening effect is not included in
initial parton phase.
9-5
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ZHANG, KO, LI, LIN, AND PAL PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 054909
circles for production from the parton phase and filled circ
for the finalJ/c number including production from the had
ron phase. Without color screening in the parton phase,
corresponding results are given by diamonds. As expec
including color screening effect leads to a decrease in
final J/c number. As theD meson mass increases, the fin
J/c yield increases strongly due to production from the h
ron phase, and the effect due to color screening becomes
important. The results usingmD52.01 GeV give the uppe
bound for J/c production while those usingmD
51.87 GeV give a lower bound. We note again that the
effect of a reducedD meson mass ofmD51.70 GeV is the
destruction ofJ/c ’s produced from the parton phase in th
absence of color screening.

Part of increased production ofJ/c in midrapidity when
the effectiveD meson mass increases is due to increas
the charm meson rapidity density during hadronization. T
is shown in Fig. 10, where we give the midrapidity densit
of charm quarks before~lower dashed line! and after~lower
solid line! parton evolution as well as of charm mesons b
fore ~upper dashed line! and after~upper solid line! hadron
evolution. During parton evolution, the rapidity density
charm and anticharm quarks decreases slightly due to c
sions with gluons. Hadronization increases the midrapid
density of resulting charm mesons, and its effect increa
with increasing charm meson effective mass. The midrap
ity density of D and D̄ mesons is seen to increase by 8
when mD increases from 1.70 to 2.01 GeV. However, th
would lead to at most 20% increase in theJ/c midrapidity
density and cannot account for the more than factor o
increase inJ/c production shown in Fig. 9. The dominan
effect for such a larger increase is thus due to the redu
threshold forJ/c production whenD meson mass increase

The charm quark mass strongly influences the numbe
J/c produced from the parton phase. Figure 11 shows

FIG. 9. Number of producedJ/c per unit rapidity withuyJ/cu
,1 as a function ofD meson mass. Open symbols are for produ
tion in the parton phase while filled symbols are for the final nu
ber including production from the hadron phase. Circles and
monds are, respectively, the results with and without co
screening in the parton phase. Error bars are statistical.
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J/c rapidity density as a function of the charm quark ma
To get the upper limit ofJ/c production, theD meson mass
is set to be 2.01 GeV and color screening is not includ
The J/c number increases by a factor of 72% when t
charm quark mass increases from the value 1.35 GeV use
PYTHIA to 1.5 GeV used in the constituent quark model.
the charm quark mass is taken to be 1.8 GeV, we obse
about a factor of 4 increase inJ/c production from the par-
ton phase compared with themc51.35 GeV case.

In the kinetic model approach of Ref.@20#, the midrapid-
ity density of charm quarks in Ref.@20# is about 2.5 because
the largest rapidity range for about ten pairs of charm a
anticharm quarks is 4 in that study. This is larger than t
shown in Fig. 10, which is about 3.48/251.74. SinceJ/c

-
-
-
r

FIG. 10. Midrapidity densities of charm quarks before~lower
dashed line! and after~lower solid line! parton evolution as well as
of charm mesons before~upper dashed line! and after~upper solid
line! hadron evolution.

FIG. 11. Midrapidity density ofJ/c as a function of the charm
quark mass for the production in the parton phase~open diamonds!
and the final number including the production in the hadron ph
~filled diamonds!. Error bars are statistical.
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J/c PRODUCTION IN RELATIVISTIC HEAVY ION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 054909
production is roughly proportional to the square of the nu
ber of charm quarks, this can lead to about a factor o
difference between our results and those from Ref.@20#. On
the other hand, the cross section we use forJ/c production
from the charm and anticharm quarks is about a facto
larger than the peak value used in the kinetic model. T
effects due to different midrapidity charm quark densit
and J/c production cross sections in these two studies
thus largely cancelled out. The different conclusions ofJ/c
suppression in our study andJ/c enhancement in the kineti
approach are results of different heavy ion collision dyna
ics used in the two studies. In our approach, the parton ph
is generated from the minijet gluons from initial hard a
semihard collisions between nucleons and is evolved u
the transport model. In the kinetic approach, an equilibra
quark-gluon plasma is assumed to be formed in the in
stage and later expands according to the 1D Bjorken hy
dynamical model@53#. Further studies are required to dete
mine the validity of these predictions.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have studied the effects due to inter
tions between charm and anticharm quarks in the initial p
ton phase and between charm mesons in the final ha
phase onJ/c production in central Au1Au collisions at
RHIC. Using a multiphase transport model, we find that
cause of the high density of charm quarks at early times,
J/c can be produced from the interactions of charm qua
This is consistent with the conclusion of the kinetic form
tion model. However, the more realistic space-time evolut
given by the transport model leads to an overall suppres
of J/c particles in the parton phase, instead of an enhan
ment predicted by the kinetic model.

We have also shown thatJ/c can be produced in the
hadron phase at RHIC. This is due to the largeD meson mass
compared with charm quark mass. Although we have
taken into account parton-hadron interactions in the mu
phase model, both parton phase and hadron phase can
ra
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in the same space-time region. This allows for production
J/c ’s in the mixed phase. At RHIC energies, the multipha
model shows that hadron medium effect may lead to a
destruction of theJ/c produced in the parton phase. In a
dition, color screening is shown to have significant effect
the finalJ/c yield.

In the present study, we have not included the effect d
to gluon shadowing@54#, which would reduce the charm
quark andJ/c numbers. As the multiphase transport mod
predicts an overall suppression of the directly producedJ/c,
including gluon shadowing effect on the initial charm qua
distribution will not change qualitatively the conclusion fro
the multiphase model. Also,J/c from decays ofc8 or xc
was not considered in our study. The contribution from p
mary c8 or xc to final J/c are negligible due to their large
destruction cross sections compared with that forJ/c. Al-
though the production cross sections forc8 and xc from
charm quark interactions and charm meson interactions
expected to be larger than those forJ/c, the thresholds for
these reactions are also higher. In particular, the statis
fragmentation model@21,22# indicates that the feeddow
should be small for central collisions. We thus expect t
our conclusion ofJ/c suppression in heavy ion collisions a
RHIC will not be qualitatively modified.
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